Generating Activities DoDAAC Requirements

The DoDAAC/FEDSTRIP code on disposal turn-in or requisitioning documents (electronic or hard copy) must be listed in the official DoD Activity Address File on the DAASC web site: [https://www.daas.dla.mil/](https://www.daas.dla.mil/).

Turn-in documents not having correct DoDAACs/FEDSTRIPs will be rejected in accordance with DRMS-I 4160.14, Volume II, Chapter 2, Paragraph B3, Rejecting Property.

If there is no entry in the TAC 3 address location on the DAASC web site, but the TAC 1 shows a valid address do not return to the generating activity. If there is no TAC 3 address, it is to be considered the same as the TAC 1.

DAISY will not process without a TAC 3, DRMOs are to contact DRMS-RF for a special load into DAISY.

Special loads are also required for FMS/HAP organization and in BOSS for hazardous waste disposals.

For the most expedient response, these requests should be e-mailed to drmsdodaac@dla.mil with an appropriate comment; e.g., this DoDAAC needs a TAC 3 update in the DAISY system.

AF activities using DoDAACs beginning with "FY" are required to establish accountability through the base/depot accountable supply officer. These DoDAACs have been established as "ship to" addresses only and are not authorized for receiving or requisitioning property.

Generators with questions in this regard should be directed to the AF DoDAAC Point of Contact (POC) shown on the POC list at the Logistics web site under "Invalid DoDAACs".